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The problem of steady-state bifurcations of vector fields under parameter pertur- 
bation is resolved by a linear algebraic method. Exact multiplicity conditions for 
any steady state are obtained in terms of the system parameters, No reduction of 
the steady-state system to one equation is required. Instead the one-dimensional 
case is included as a subspace in this generalized framework. The key point that this 
paper highlights is that the order of the steady multiplicity at bifurcation can be 
determined by examining the dimension of the kernel of the successive Carleman 
linear operators for all cases of practical interest. In particular, the dimension of the 
kernel of any Carleman linear operator of order /, equals / if I is less than the mul- 
tiplicity, /i. However, the nth order Carleman operator retains a (p - I)-dimen- 
sional kernel. B‘ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
Physical systems incorporate parameters in their mathematical models. 
Variation of these parameters from certain particular values may imply 
changes in the qualitative structure of the system’s equations. Such struc- 
tural changes are called bifurcations and the particular parameter values at 
which they occur constitute the bifurcation set. Of special interest in 
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chemically reacting systems are the bifurcations associated with the steady- 
state solutions of the system. More specifically one is interested in knowing 
under what conditions a steady-state solution exhibits branching and of 
what exact multiplicity, when one or more system parameters are slightly 
perturbed. For instance, any nontrivial steady state of the autocatalytic 
reaction system [ 131, 
which is open to interaction with infinite reservoirs of A and B, exhibits 
branching of order two when the parameters are perturbed if V2/4 = U3/27 
is satisfied. Here, 
u= -3K K +K2C2 32 IA 
3K: 
This result is obtained easily by use of elementary catastrophe theory. 
Knowledge of the bifurcation set V2/4 = U3/27 is important in the design 
and operation of a chemical reactor where the above reaction takes place. 
The catastrophe and singularity theory [7, 8, 121 allow for identifying 
parameter values at steady-state bifurcation and for finding the local 
solution surface (bifurcation diagram) near the bifurcation point. For mul- 
tivariable systems the theory uses the LiapunovvSchmidt reduction method 
[6] (the method of alternative problems [5]), in order to reduce the 
problem to one dimension. However, an approach similar to the one- 
dimensional case (i.e., that of the elementary catastrophe theory), where 
one merely considers the Taylor series expansion of the function at any 
steady state and obtains the exact multiplicity as the order of the first non- 
zero coefficient of the series, would be more desirable. This paper presents 
such an approach for multidimensional systems. It is shown that the role of 
the Taylor series coefficients is played in the multidimensional cases by the 
Carleman linearization matrices [2, 31 and their nullities. The center 
manifold reduction approach [4,9] is evoked in the proof of the main 
theorem. However, no such reduction is required when one uses the present 
approach in applications. The reduction procedure is formulated con- 
veniently in terms of the Kronecker product of matrices for the case of one- 
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dimensional reduction. Expressions for the coefficients of the reduced 
system projected on the one-dimensional invariant manifold are given here. 
These expressions can be used whenever such a projection is required, thus 
reducing significantly the algebraic effort. 
One advantage of the present approach is the simultaneous con- 
sideration of all system parameters in the geometric conditions that must 
be satisfied at bifurcation. Hence there is no need for investigation of the 
effect of each parameter separately. 
The procedure to determine the multiplicity of a steady-state solution 
merely requires the determination of the dimension of the kernels of the 
successive Carleman matrices at the steady state. An application to a con- 
tinuous stirred tank reactor is given. 
2. MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Consider the lumped parameter system 
dx 
~=F(x, PI, (2.1) 
where x is the n-dimensional state vector, p is the m-dimensional vector of 
parameters, and F is a vector-valued K-smooth mapping P: R” x R” + R”. 
By multiplicity of a steady state x, is meant the multiplicity of a 
simultaneous solution (x,$, xzs,..., x,,) of the system F(x, p) = 0 for each 
value of p. The hypersurfaces in the parameter space along which the mul- 
tiplicity of one or more steady-state solutions changes, are called bifur- 
cation hypersurfaces. Any point p belonging to such a hypersurface is 
called a bifurcation point and results in a structurally unstable steady-state 
configuration, since any arbitrarily small perturbation on p will result in a 
different number of solutions of F(x, p) = 0. 
A necessary condition for the multiplicity of (2.1) at x, ( b pfi-(x,)) to be 
greater than one, is that the Jacobian aF(x,, p)/ax (4 A,,) be singular 
(otherwise by the implicit function theorem x, is determined uniquely as a 
smooth function of p in a neighborhood of x,). In the sequel it will be 
assumed that A 1, has a one-dimensional nullspace spanned by the vector 
1 
u,= 
0 i) . . 0 
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The subcase, where only one zero eigenvalue is present in A,, , is the one 
most frequently encountered in applications. 
Kronecker Multiplication and Carleman Matrices 
Let A,,,, B,,, be real matrices. The Kronecker product A @ B is the 
nk x ml matrix having ajiB as ijth block entry. For instance, if 
A=(::), B=(ii), then A@B= 
Some important properties of the Kronecker product are, [ 1, 141: 
1. A@B@C=(A@B)@C=A@(B@C). 
2. If AB, CD are defined then AB@CD=(A@C)(B@D). 
3. IfA+B,C+Daredetinedthen(A+B)@(C+D) = (ABC)+ 
(AOD)+(BOC)+(BOD). 
4. If A is partitioned as A,, A,,... A, each with m rows then A 0 B = 
(A,@ B, A,@ B ,... AK@ B). 
5. If A,(B) has eigenvalues i,, 1, ,..., E,,,, (p,, p2 ,..., p,,) then A@ B has 
eigenvalues 1.;~~; i = 1, 2 ,..., n; j= 1, 2 ,..., n. Also rank (A 0 B) = 
rank A rank B. 
Let x,, be a steady state of (2.1). Assuming (2.1) to be K-smooth, K 3 2 at 
x,,, the Taylor series expansion of (2.1) around X, in the deviation variables 
y = x - x, can be written as 
.+=A,,Y+A,,Y r21+ . . . +AIKYrKl+(qyrK+‘I) 
=if, A,,yr”+O(yCK+“) 
= (A,,A,, + o(yCK+ ‘I), (2.2) 
where y [*I= y@y, y r31 = y @y @y, etc., and A,, can be expressed only in 
terms of the jth order partial derivatives of F(x, p) with respect to x and 
evaluated at (x,, p). The linear part of (2.2) is A,, y, where A ,, is the 
Jacobian of (2.1) at x,. We denote A,, = a C, and we call it the first-order 
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Carleman matrix for (2.1). The second-order Carleman matrix is obtained 
by including yczl . m the state vector [2, 33. In particular 
3 
()( 
A,, A,,...A,, 
*[2] = 0 A2,...A2,Kp, 
+ O( yCK+ “), (2.3) 
Y 
where A,j=A,j@Z,,+Z,,@A,j [15]. 
The matrix C, = (“dl j;;) corresponds to the linear part of system (2.3) 
and is called the Carleman matrix of order two for system (2.1). The Eth 
order Carleman matrix 16 K is obtained analogously and has the form 
A,, A,, . . A,, 
0 A,, . A,, 
0 A,, A,, 
. . . . . . 
i il i,, 
where A,=A,jOZ,,-~+Z,,OAj~,,j, 
i=2, 3 ,..., l;j= 1,2 ,..., I-i+ 1. 
Properties of the Carleman Matrices 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
P, : If II,, p, are the eigenvalues of A, j and A ip ,j then the eigenvalues of 
A, are given by Ai+pj. Similarly if x,, y.j are the eigenvectors of AIi and 
Ai_ ,i, respectively, then the eigenvectors of A, are given by .xi@yj. 
Proof See [IS]. 
By P,, the eigenvalues of Ai,, i= 2, 3,... are given only in terms of the 
eigenvalues of A, 1, and will be of the form C;=, a,&, where ai are integers 
and 0 < ai 6 i, 2 6 C;= I ai 6 i. In this way the eigenvalue of C, are com- 
pletely determined from those of A,,, the original system Jacobian. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf n - 1 eigenualues of A, 1 ( = aF(x,, p)/ax) are non- 
resonant, i.e., if no relation of the form ;li-cjaj,Ij= 0 is sati$ed by them, 
for nonnegative aj, cjaj> 2 [9], then C, has exactly I zero eigenvalues if 
and only if A 1 1 has exactly one zero eigenvalue. 
Proof: The result follows from property P, above since A.*, A3,..., A, can- 
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not satisfy 0 = CT=, aj3,, aj> 0, C ai> 2. Thus one zero eigenvalue will 
appear at the first position of each A,, , i= 1, 2 ,..., 1 if and only if A ,, has 
I,, =0 (A, denotes the first eigenvalue). 
A special case of n - 1 nonresonant eigenvalues often met in practice is: 
x,~ is initially a locally asymptotically stable steady state, i.e., it satisfies 
det(sZ-,4 ,,) #O for all complex s with nonnegative real part. Upon 
variation of one or more parameters, one eigenvalue, i. crosses the 
imaginary axis on the real line. For this x,, Corollary 1 states that at the 
parameter value where ,J = 0, C, has exactly I zero eigenvalues. 
P,: If u is a nullvector of C,,, then 
U 
0 0 0 
is a nullvector of C, for all I> I,,. 
Proof. The result follows upon inspection of (2.4). 
Steady-State Multiplicity via Carleman Linearization 
In this section we make use of the reduction method which constitutes 
one of the most useful tools in bifurcation theory. The method is presented 
briefly in Appendix A.1 following the method of [4] and is adapted here in 
the Kronecker product notation in order to be used in the sequel. 
From Appendix A.1 we have 
LEMMA 1. Let y = x - x,,, x,> a steady state qf (2.1) and assume that A,, 
(A aF(x,,, p)/ax) has one zero eigenvalue and that it is already in the Jordan 
canonical form, with x, corresponding to the zero mode. Then there exist 
functions h,(y,), My,),..., My,), such that in a neighborhood of x,, i.e., ,for 
jl yll < E, E sufficiently small, 
y,=h,(y,), h, = 1, h,(O)=O, y=O, i= 1, 2 ,..., n. (2.6) 
_ I 
From [ 1 l] it follows that since (2.1) is K-smooth, K 3 2, h, are 
K-smooth, i.e., 
My,)= f hiyj + WY?+‘). 
, :- 2 
(2.7) 
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In view of Lemma 1 and (2.7) we can write the system F(x, p) = 
F(x,+y,p)=G(y,x,,~)=O as 
K 
= c r;iy:+O(y~+l)=O, 
i=2 
i = 1, 2,..., II, where Gj is the ith component of G. 
From (2.7) (2.8), and (A.1.3) of Appendix 1 it follows that 
which implies that 
r,,= f: mLr,,-,+,, i = 2, 3,..., n, j = 1, 2 ,..., K. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
It is noted that hi, = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose the hypotheses of lemma 1 are satisfied. Let also 
R=r,, i= 1, 2 ,..., n, j= 1, 2 ,..., and let R,= jth column of R. (Note that 
R, =O.) Suppose that p = pF(x,)< K denotes the multiplicity (or Milnor 
number) of the steady state x, of (2.1). Then R, = R, = R,-, =0 and 
Proof. From (A.1.4) in the Appendix it follows that r,, = r,2 = . = 
r ,P ~, = 0, r,@ # 0. Then, (2.9) implies that rq = 0, i = 2, 3 ,..., n; j = 1, 2 ,..., ,u, 
which gives the result. 
The matrix R is related to the A, j matrices of the Taylor series expansion 
of (2.1) at x, by 
LEMMA 2. Let 
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(2.10) 
Before proving Lemma 2 we discuss briefly the summation on the right- 
hand side of (2.10). Consider the product H x H = Hr*]. By property 4 of 
the Kronecker multiplication 
HI”= (H, @ H H2@ H... ). 
Similarly, 
HC3’ = (H, @ H [*’ H, @ Hr2’...) 
=(H,@H,@H H,@H?@H . . . . H,@H,@H H,@H,@H ,..., 
H, @ H, Q H . . . . . ..). 
In general Hrvl is partitioned in blocks of the form 
Hi, 0 HI2 0 . . . 0 H,+ 0 H). If this block is denoted more conveniently as 
1,,12 . . +lH[Y’ 
then (2.10) can be expressed as 
(2.10’) 
where 
i, + i2 + . . i, ~, = r (2.10”) 
and for each r the indices i,, j = 1, 2,..., q - 1 take all possible values which 
satisfy (2.10”). 
Proof: Let yT= (yi, y:, r:,...) from (2.6) and (2.7) follows that there 
exists E > 0 such that for I(yJl <E system (2.3) can be written as 
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or after invoking property 2 of the Kronecker muliplication 
+ qjy+q. (2.11) 
We observe that JI; appears: once in jj, at the jth position, (j- 1) times in 
yk21 at the ,j - 1, j - 2, j - 3 ,..., 1 positions of y,y,, y2jj, ,..., y{-- ‘y,, respec- 
tively ((j-2)+(j-3)+ ... + 1) times in j7F31 at the j-2, j-3,..., 1 
positions of ylyFZ1, j-3, j-4 ,..., 1 positions of rf ~1’1, j-4, j-5 ,..., 1, 
positions of y: yF21,..., 1st position of yiM2 yF’l, etc. 
Since system (2.2) is also written in view of (2.8) as 
Rj,=O (2.12) 
one can equate the coefhcients of same powers of y , in (2.11) and (2.12) 
and use the above observation to obtain the result. 
An application of (2.10) is given next. For the steady state x, = (0, 0) of 
i2= -x,+crx;+px,x, 
it is found in [9] that h,, = -!.I and h,, =a(4ct-b) and that 
(2.13) 
From (2.10) we have 
R,=,,,,P=(; -;)(;)=(;) 
R2=A,,HS1’+A,2’~~21=(6) 3:r;!+~4, 
0 
i.e., R, = (g); 
R, =AklH3 + A,2(1H$2'+ 2H;21)+ O"'H[31, 
i.e., 
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Then in an open neighborhood of the origin system (2.13) is written as 
Pl 
o( 
0 M -42cr-a) 
lj2 =o 0 - 2a2 
)( 1. 
;; 
Y: 
We proceed next to the proof of the main theorem. Let N(M) denote the 
nullspace of the linear operator M, and ,u=~~(x,) = multiplicity of the 
steady state x,~ of (2.1) be less than K. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the hypotheses of Corollary 1 and Lemma 1 
hold. Then if C, is the lth order Carleman matrix at x,, 
(1) dimN(C,)=l,l=1,2 ,..., p-1, 
(2) dimN(C,,)=p- 1. 
Proof For the first part it is enough to show that C,, I= 1,2,..., p- 1 
has 1 linear independent nullvectors. By property P, of the Carleman 
matrix sequence it is enough to produce a nullvector U, linear independent 
from 
where each zero corresponds to an appropriate A,,, j = 1,2,... and where 
Ul (= (9) spans NC1 1, 
U, is a basic for N( C,) 
,..., U , , is a basic for N(C, ,). 
Consider the vector UT= (u,, uz ,..., uy ,..., u,) with 
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where the notation is the same as in (2.10) and (2.10’). From (2.10) (2.10’) 
it follows that UI is a nullvector for the first row of C,, i.e., 
(A,,A,,...A,,) u,=o. 
In addition, since 
(2.14) 
U, is linearly independent from 
u, 
(4 0 
u2 
1 0 . , . . . , U,-, 0 . 
0 (4 0 
( 1 
To complete the proof of (1) it remains to show that U, is a nullvector for 
the rest of the block rows of C,. For the last row this follows immediately 
since by property P, of the Carleman matrices 
= 0. 
We will show it for the second row; the proof for the rest of the rows of CL 
is similar. We need to show that 
(OA,,A,,...A,,-,) U,=O. (2.15) 
But (2.15) is written in view of (2.5) and (2.14) as 
I-- 1 
1 (A,s~,Oz,,+z,,OA,y~,) 
y=2 l--g+1 
x .c, ili21....+ lffplr = 0. (2.16) 
But since U, is a nullvector of the first row of Ci for all j 6 1 it follows that 
I- 1 I--Y+1 
CA14 c ~l~Q.....~,-lffJylr = 0, j= 1, 2 ),..) 1 (2.17) 
y=l r=, 
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and using properties (1) and (2) of the Kronecker product of matrices, 
(2.16) follows readily from (2.17). We illustrate this for I= 3. In this case 
(2.16) is written as 
(A,,0z,+z,0A,])(‘H~2’+*H~2’)+(A]zOz,,+z,,0A,2) “‘J”-‘=o 
(2.16’) 
and (2.17) gives 
A,]H;“=o, A,,H~“+A,,‘Hp=o, (2.17’) 
Using now the relations ‘Hi21 = HI’] 0 Hi’], “‘HI31 = Hi’] @ H[‘] = 
HI’]@ H[‘], 2HF21 = H&‘] 0 H$‘J (2.16’) is written as 
which is satisfied in view of (2.17’). 
For the proof of part 2 we have from part 1 that dim N(C,,) = p - 1 or 
dim N( C,) = p. But 
by Corollary 2 and Lemma 2. Therefore (l/r,,,) U,, is a generalized nullvec- 
tor of C, and dim N(C,,)=p- I. Q.E.D. 
It is seen that the one-dimensional case constitutes a special case of the 
theorem since in this case 
A 
II 
= wx,, P) n 
ax (= a,). 
A =L ~2m,, P) 
I2 2! , Jr2 
(4 a2h 
a, ctz a3 ... aK- I aK 
0 2a, 2a, ..’ 2a, 2 2a, -, 
... 3a,-, 3a,-, 
and if =a2= ... =a 
dim N(C,) =;1..., 
ii-’ = 0, a,#& then dim N(C’) = 1, 
dimN(C,,+,)=p-1, anddimN(C,)=p-1. 
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We conclude this section with a sufficient condition for multiplicity 
which is easy to check in actual problems, and with two useful obser- 
vations. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that for system (2.1) the hypotheses of Lemma 1 
hold and let R(M) = range of the linear operator M. Then if A,,,, (= first 
column of A ,,) does not belong to the range of (A,, A ,* . . A ,,- , ), I= 2, 3 ,..., 
it follows that R, # 0, i.e., pF(xs) < 1. 
Proof From Lemma 2 it follows that the last component of 
U, is 
and the relation 
(A,, A,,...A,,) U,=R, 
implies that if R, = 0, 
(A,, A,,...A ,/-,I u,= -AI,,,, 
i.e., if R, = 0 then A ,,,, belongs to R(A ,, A 12 . . . A ,,,i ). The result follows. 
Theorem 2 gives an upper bound for the multiplicity, p, and if it is also 
known that p > 1, where l> 2, then A ,,,i $ R(A,, A,, . . . A ,,- 1) implies that 
p = 1. That the converse is not true is seen from 
F,(Y,, Y,)=Y,Y,+2Y:=O 
FZ(Y,> Y2)=Y2-Y:=0 
for which clearly ~~(0) = 3 but 
A ~Rbb) and &,,= 
0 
12.1 = 
0 
o ENA,, A,,). 
The following are worth mentioning: 
1. If Q is the similarity transformation which brings A,, of system 
(2.2) in the Jordan canonical form A;, , i.e., if Q-l,4 ,, Q = A;, , then system 
(2.2) in the canonical coordinates y’ = Q -‘y is 
I;'= 2 ,$iy'[j]+~(y[K+'+ f Q-~,,jQ~/ly’~il+~(y’CK+II)~ 
j= I j=l 
In other words, A’,j=QP’A,iQcil. 
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2. If for system (2.2) A ,, = (,” :), where n is in the Jordan form and 
the hypotheses of Corollary 1 are satisfied, then dim N( C,) = dim N( C,), 
where C, is the square matrix 
with S being the first column of 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We consider first a two-dimensional system F having an expansion of the 
general form at x,,: 
(3.1) 
We assume that a,, b,, -a,, h,, = 0 (singular Jacobian) and that u10 + h,, 
(i.e., the second eigenvalue of the Jacobian) is different than zero. In 
addition, a ,0 is assumed to be nonzero. Then 
(If a ,0=0, the similarity transformation Q changes but the rest of the 
procedure remains the same.) Application of Theorem 1 in conjunction 
with the observations 1 and 2 of the previous section gives 
dim N(C,) = 1 
dim N(C), = 2 
i.e., PAX,) = 2 if 4,( -hou20 + ad20) 
-%H~,,(-~,o~,, +a,d,,) 
4o(-b,o% + Q,,b) zo 
(3.2) 
i.e., Pk4X.Y) = 3 if d, #d,d, (3.3) 
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and to (3.2) is violated, where 
dl = -4,( -~I,~,, + a,,&,) + &a,,( -b,,%, + ad,,) 
-4ouo,( -~,,~I, + alob,,) + u:,t -b,,%, + a,,b,,) 
d, = 
a,,: b,, (uh( a,oazo + a01 h20) 
-~o,~,o(~,o~,,+~o,~,,)+~:,(u,,u,,+u,,b,,)) 
d, = 
a,o(a,,l+~o,) (-2 
~o,~,o( -~,,a20 + ~I,~,,) 
-ao,~,o(-b,oa,, +~,o~,,)+2~,o~,o(-~,o~o,+a,,~,,) 
+40(-~,0~,* +a,oh,)). (3.4) 
Next, a continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR) is considered. The 
modelling equations resulting from mass and energy balances are 
V$$=q(C,,-CA)- Vk,exp{ -E/RT} C, 
PC, Vg= qpC,( Tf- T) + V( -AH) k, exp( - E/RT} C, - IIA( T- T,.), 
where C, is the reactant concentration and T is the reactor temperature. 
The reaction is assumed first-order single step and irreversible, and the 
dependence of the reaction rate on the temperature is assumed to be of the 
Arrhenius form, i.e., proportional to exp( - E/RT), where E is the so-called 
activation energy and R is the Boltzmann constant. The heat released by 
the reaction is represented by the term V( - AH) k, exp( - E/RT) C,, 
where AH, the heat of reaction, is negative for an exothermic reaction. The 
heat dissipation is represented by the term U,( T- T,), where Tc is the 
ambient temperature and U, is the overall heat transfer coefficient. Also in 
(3.5) p, C,, and V represent the density, specific heat, and volume of the 
reaction mixture, and q, t’,J represent flow-rate, time, and in-flow, respec- 
tively. Introducing dimensionless quantities as in [16] and using the 
approximation of [lo], system (3.5) becomes 
dx, 
-Tl= -x, +Du(l -x,)e-‘2 
dx, 
(3.6) 
z= 
-(l +~)x2+BD,(1-x,)er2+x2c, 
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TABLE I 
Condition 
1 Bx:,-B.Y,.s++l +/I)#0 
2 Bx:,-B.x,,+(l+~)=OandB#4(1+~) 
3 .x,.,=4 and B=4(1 +,8) 
where 
Xl = C(C,,- CA)/CA,l~ x2 = C(T- T,)IT,l(E/RT,), 
/I = U,/(qpC,) is a dimensionless heat transfer coefficient, and B = 
( -dH) C,,(E/RT)/(pC, 7’/) is a dimensionless heat of reaction. 
Also D, = k, exp( - E/RT,)( V/q) ( = Damkohler number), t = (q/V) t’, 
and x2,. corresponds to the ambient (or coolant) temperature. 
If system (3.6) is expanded in Taylor series around (x, s, x2,), (3.1) results 
with the coefficients given in the Appendix (A.2). It is seen then, that 
a,, # 0 and therefore the geometric conditions for multiplicity are represen- 
ted by the algebraic conditions (3.2)-(3.4). Substitution of the specific coef- 
ficient values yields the conclusions given in Table I. 
APPENDIX 
A.1. The Center Manifold Reduction 
Consider the system (1) written in canonical coordinates 
1;,= AY, +1’(y,3 I’z) 
ljz=Byz+g(~,, ~21, 
(A.l.l) 
where y, E R”, y2 E R’, and A, B are constant matrices such that A has only 
eigenvalues with zero real part and B has all the eigenvalues with negative 
real parts. Assume that the functions f, g are Ck, and that f(0, 0) = 
f’(0, 0) = g(0, 0) = g’(0, 0) = 0. Then there exists a center manifold y, = 
h(yl) (i.e., a local invariant manifold with h(0) = h’(0) =0) in a 
neighborhood of the origin /I y 1 11 < E which is Ck. One can calculate or at 
least approximate h( y, ) by 
Pz=Dh(y,)(Ay,+f(y,,h(y,)))=Bh(y,)+g(y,,h(y,)) (A.1.2) 
with h(0) = Dh(0) = 0. 
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(A.1.2) is a partial differential equation for v > 1, and an ordinary one for 
v = 1. In the latter case the functions y,=h,(y,) in view of (A.1.2) satisfy 
WY,) F,(.Y,, MY,)~..., k(.v,))=Fi(~,, M.Y~)>-., UY,)), W.3) 
where Fj denotes the ith component of (2.1) or (A.l.l). In this case the 
reduced system can be written as 
F,(y, 3 MYIL UYI)) = f w’, + wf+ ‘). (A.1.4) 
J=I 
It follows that if ,uLF(O, p) = p then rlj= 0 for j= 1,2 ,..., p - 1 and rlF # 0. 
A.2. Parameters for the Application 
1 
a --, ‘“-x,,y- 1 sol = xls, a2o -0,  a,,=5, 
1 
ao2 = - xls Xl,- I 2 
1 Xl.7 1 ajo=O, a,,=O, a,,=O, a,2=--, 
2 Xls- I 
ao3 = - xls 
6 
b,o= s, b,, = -(l +P)+Bx,,, b,,=O, b,, = 
lb 
2, bo2=;BxIs 
II 
1 BXI, b,,=O, bZ, =O, b12=---, 
2Xls-l 
b,, =; Bx,,. 
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